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The. ·intent o:.f this thesis is to i·de~tify the vari'ab1es within a 
' . .., . 
. 
, manufacturing .environment that· significantly· _.~nfluence investment in 
' 
,. 
_aggregate in-process·: inyentory. A- dis cu~tsion of. how the s.ignifi cant ·· . .---
-~ -..... ' •. " " ' 
. 
. ' . / 
.variables interact t.o contro1·· investment is· also considered •. - . · . .. 
. 
- '• 
( - \ . . . . . . .·. . . . . . . . ' Data was gathered and the s_ignifican~ variables iderit_ified for ". · · · 
fo~een manu:ra·cturing shops within the. Western Electric Company._ 
• 
The dat-~ ·represents operating results f,o·r ·the years ,~969~1971 •.. · 
... 
:-· ~· 
; . . 
A imodel describi~g the investment in .a,ggregate in-pro-ces·s inven·-- ·· 
tory is developed usi~g stepwi~e linear regression for each shop 
. . 
considered. Two of the .shops considered were discussed in some detail 
to identify ·certain type.s· of situations which affe_ct t.he validity. of_ 
the model prqduced. 
-The results a.:r~, t·b.en ·~valuated to determine the type of results 
. . 
., 
that lil:1-ght be expe::ct:ed :i.-r the procedure ,used in this thesis were 
applied to other ·inati·ufacturi~g shops.. ·Situ.ations. were identified 
wherein the model v1ould prove most_ eff'e~t·ive and leas.t .effective.• 
A_. gene;ral 1nodel is also pr.esented which would be e.~.ected to 
. 
. 
describe the relationships of the variables exa.rnj ned. As is dis-
cussed in this thesis, the model would indicate poslt_ive co~relation 
. 
. between the production rate and in-process inventory if -the stochastic. 
· processes we~e stationary. · It is stat·ed, however, t.hat sudden ch~ge~ 
in the production rate seems to s·et ·up transi~nt e:ffects:·':that make 
·this· relationship difficillt to model. · , _' { 
.. :. ,,J ,/ ,' ,· ••• ".: p • 
' .. 
. '•·\.' ',· .... 
• ', ' ·'\ 1 ' ' 
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· tories of raw· material,. goods in~process, · and finisp.e~ goods. 
,c )._ Inventory models to h~dle raw. material. .and . fi:nishe~ goods inventories. . . . . . . {i . 
. . 
. 
. . . 
. l 
have be:en treated .. extensively in the literature ·and ar~ 'tools of~·the 
. 
. 
'trade o'f the operation researcher. The classical studies have been 
models for _one pro·duct ·at a time, such as the economi.c ord~r quantity 
(EOQ)'·, or aggregate sch~mes such El.B the ABc· System, 3· wh:i."ch reduces· . . . 
. . 
.. to an. item-by-item applic·ation O:f' a· b.asic i-nventory cont~ol model. 
Little ·work, however, has ·t.:ee·n done _i_n_ ·controlli.ng .a.ggr.egate in-
process inventory for a mu1t·i-produ:ct shop •. · Certainly the capital 
invested in _a_ggr;egate in~proce$_s. :invent·ory at certain manufact_uri~g· 
shops is conside:rable. In. fact_, _inves.tment levels of ·-10 to 30 per 
cerit of t~e total yearly output are :not- un=us-µ,a.1 ~- It .is true that 
in-process invent6·ry:· is .. a requi.renient -of an ~fficiently operated . 
shop, .but ~o assume that .i·t cannot be controlled may be costly in . r ,. . 
. ' 
certain cases. Thus it appears that controls ori-:investment in in~ 
process inventory could P.rove to be · o~ great value. ~ 
~e development of such controls, however; is based on the 
assumption that .just as finish.e~ goods an~ raw material inventories 
have a proper level, that investment in in-process would also have a 
- r .•. 
.. 
proper level. 1 · This statement is $Upported by the tact that. too ·, '· . . 
. . 1a:rge an investment would 'be unprofitable from the standpoint of the_·· 
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. . ..... ·. 
.·.·:similarly, too ·_;small of an·-.:investine.nt would c.ause ·decreased efficiency: ... 
I ·-- ' 
·.J f • because of e~cessive waiti?,g time by production workers. 
-It could· a,is-q be. assumed that tbe~.:opt.iinal investment level· in 
. -I 
'·:·····:), . in--process -- inventory will be affect~d by changing· shop concli t,ions; -
. .
.. 
-Based _ on thi·s assumption ·the ob_je ctiyes of ·this thes--is ·~e threef'qld. 
. . 
' .· " 
. The· first· ol)jective _will. b~. t-o· identify :t;he,-- ·factors ·within a shop 
- which S_ign.:t·:ri~·ant1y· ··~affec~-~ inves·t·lrlent in 'i:n-process inventory .. - The: 
...-,,,,-· 
·-· second, objective .is to const·ruct· models that reflect the interaction 
,. 
:ctf· ·t-pese variables with the invest.ment level. The third objective 
.. 
• / 
/ i,s to evaluate and gen~raJ.ize the results so that future -studies of. 
. 
this typ¢ ·can be made with a gr.e·at·~r unae:rstan4{ng of the type of • . . 
. 
.I '. \ • 
. 
data that _is required, the ~ype.· o:f· ·procedure th~t .could ._he· applied, 
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. '! •• •. BACKGROUND AND GENERAL' PROCEDURE .. . . . ,, • 41 
, . 
. As was mentioned in Chapter I, it i~. assumed that_ changing shop 
<' 
condi-tions aff.ect the proper level for investment in aggregate in- . 
proce~s inventory. .fl manufact~ing shop .h.as .a great number of factors.· .· , .. . 
.. . . 
. . . that could in~iuence in . .:.pr(?cess · i~ventory, . S~me· of ·these are shown . 
· in Figure 1. N.ot-i_c·e th.at,· .. the- variable·s 1iave l>e~n characterized into 




uncoritrolled variables. · Notice that tlie uncontrolled variables a.re 
·' 
pro1?abilistic in nature!" Breakdowns , strikes , absentees , and the 
'j 
efficiency of the. labor· force are all variables whi.ch cannot be 
controlled totally. For instance·, maintenance .may decrease the _pr.o·~ 
babili ty of a break.down, but it: will-·· not .eliminate the possibility, ,of 
. -- --
I 
~, -•• their occ~rence , or make · the- 'O:Gcurrences any more predl_ctable. 
•. The shop characterist.i.c·_s are cont:ro:1.1-abl~, but not on a ·dw-to-.-,. . .. .. 
. 
,·., 
day basis:.~ . ·These· factors· .rem.a.in- ·esJ3entially :constant. over ·1ong: 
period~ of time. ;Their change )nay have a great ilD.l).aCt on ·the ·shop, -
but management usually has lit·tle short term control of the-s,e 
variables. The ~on trolled variables , however, ·are controlleq o~. a ,· · ·"· 
short term basis. Production rates·, labor input, material input, 
. 
· and overtime are ail v~r.i_ables which, when used wisely, can create an 
efficient shop. 
' 
· Shipments is another variable that can be cont-rolled on ·a short· 
. · term . basis. It is , however, . an output of the shop· and should be the 
direct result.· c>f the shop characteris,tics, the uncontrolled variables-, ,. 
. 
. . 
.... , . ii' 
.· .. , ' 
• ' 1. ·.. . 
. .. . -~ . . . 
' '. . 
' . 
•. •. 
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... 
. . 
.. ' .- . '·:.~ fact that a me-~ure of tbe ·shop' s perfo_rmance can be controlled to · t--
'3> 
a certain e·xtent., as .shipments· are, is a source of difficulty. that.·.-. ' . . . . 
' 
.. 
. ' will_ be discussed. further i·n Chapter IV. . : 
... 
! . 
. ' It is evident that to~ a _study· of :~his tYPe to·pe of' value to· a .. 
.... . - ' ..... 
·-
.· 
. . . • - ..,c.- ~ 
- manager· iri .cont-rolling h_is invest~erit iti'·.·aggr'e'gate i·n·..:pr6cess in- · ,, . _ . · 
. 
. 
ventory,· ·then- ~y model's. ·con.structed ·must be 'in .terms·,·of t})e faqtors -. . 
. . . 
- . 
• 
he can in some Wf13 _ contr~l. The' shop characteristics can_ be con-
. ,,, 
trolled, but were not -in-eluded in the study. because ·changes in thes:e 
types of variables are usually expensive and time cons,nnjng •. A Iower 
level manager would be ·m.ore interested in knowing what action could 
be taken to improve the situation gi v~n the shop characteristics. _as 
they exist, rather than n:i.a.k.e exp·e11sive ·sport term changes. . The un-
.. .,,. ,. 
controlled variables were. included because pressure may be brought to 
bear on. these vartables t.o.· decrease the frequency of unwanted events, 
-even though they cannot. be c·ontrolled completezy·. . ·Wb.e approach µpe.a· 
in this thesis then, js o;n~ designed to identi'fy the fac-tors , both __ 
• 
controlled and uncontrolled, which sigpJ.ti.can.tly .. influence a.ggr·e:gate 
. . 
' . . 
C -
in-process inventory. 
Care should be taken· to realize ·that a study of this type can 
.... - ,! 
never d:etermine an optimal policy, it can only inform ELS. to the 
relationships that seem to exist in historical data. ~erefore·, the 
objective is not to set an absolute investment level, but to decide · 
' ' how various factors c~ be expected to af.fect one's investment ... 
The -general procedure tha~ will be used will ~~rst identify th~ 
.. ~, 
6 , 1. 1· 
. ' 
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. , .. factors which significantly influence __ aggregate in-process .·inventory· .: ·:.'·. 
at ·each sh·op consi,de!ed. Historical data is required·; and data for 
' 
14 shops were obtained· for th~ study. Once the signifi.cant_ factors . ~ •, . . -.. ~ 
·, . 
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of v.alue ,. and will be constructed ··tor each shop. . Final;:LY, an. · . . 
' .. 














· various s~ops compared to see .J.f'. ,a general model .can be formulated • 
. . A limitation is imposed upon t·he analysis that the model may· be -
constructed using only accounting· restµ.ts which are available through 
. 
. 
a corpo~ation 's Standard Co~t 4 system. of' ac·co~ting. The a~:tractive-
'. 
ness of this approach is that the .analysi~ of and the· constructing . 
·· of models _for aggreg·ate _in-process inventory can be done with a 
minimum 'of time and .effort by .prof¢.ssional per:sonnel at the manu- . 
0 
facturirig location. For the· -large corporation, this·, typ~ of analysis. 
/ 
could be done at coryo:rate head.qµarters·, with little t.ime required in 
., 
.. analyzing the Further , small companies with-
out a large· professional staff could construct a model with very J 
1i ttre expense if it has a suitable accounting system~ Al-
• 
though it goes wi tnout s ~ing that a more . valuable model could· be · 
produced by enga:ging a professional engineer to study the manufacturing t 
".". 
r-~- '\, 
proc~ss, the gain -incurred by constru~~ing a model as proposed in this 
thesis m83'" be large 
The bxst step 
compared to not having a model at all. I"." .- ". ~· ' w.,.' --.- .. 
in any analysis of this. kind is· ·tind·ing the proper 
; ::::. · : data.· The data must include production, inventory, and employee· .. data. I _. , . ·,. 
I . ,_' : ' • 
. '. ' ( ,' ' ' 
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. .. ·. 
•· I, II, 
.:: <~ .. - : :Mo:st· comp~ies vith a-, Stan4ard·: Cost· ·system ot··. accoun,ting will· ha~e:. ~ :: >·:: ·_ .:·: · -. • ,, •, ··f : ' ~ • ~ ;, •• t'' ' ,_ • .- I " 
, : , I ' ' •, 
-
~• ', • •• •, • • ', ' ,• ·. ,. : .·., '. ,. -,~ , ; 
' ·., ' . . . 
' 
. ' . ·~ 
' 
.. .,., 
th;:s . data ·available •. !'"" '\ 
. ' 
The next· step .is to'" convert the data to _compat:i.ble· 1.1Ilits:. · · S_ince . ~ . 
aggr~gate in-process inventory· is in most cases assumed t .. o be th~ 
,.,. 
. 
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' . downs , and reorganiz-at·ions m~ ·alter or even i.pvali'dat_·e part of. the .. \ 
data being considered. 
. .. 
After the data has been obtained and converted to the appropriate 
.. 
uni ts , the relationships_ between aggregat~ in-pr9ce~:s inventory and 
the factors se:lected must be established. This 'will be done using "' . 
correlS.tion ~aJ.ysis. 2 Next, St~~ise -Li~ear Regressiori2 will be 
. used to construct_inodels describing how the significant variables 
affe.ct in-process .inventory. Finaily, with the'. models for 14 shops · • 
avai'lable' ·patterns will be. examined· which might· identify signif~cant 
differences among products ~·- ·1oc'.ations·, $d general· patterns that may 
..... 
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' ' .. 
.. : .' ' . 
. 
' 0 ' ~ 'O,,M ' General 0 " 
":""'-· ' ' . . . ·, The·. Objective of thi:S cb.a.pt:er. is to def'tne. ··th'e . shop·:.· V(tr:i-able:s _ 'to'. .••. " . 
,- ' . 
. . . 
' 
; . ,.. .. , 
be considered_ in this· 'study and· then to describ~· tl1e actual_.data. 
' 
collected for. analysis. ·_ A short descripti.on or Standard· Cost .. · .. 
' . ' . 
~ ,t • • . 
.. 
' . 
acc·ounti:ng will al.so be req~r~d · to provio.~ the ne.ces.s:ary ba~ground 
for the topics considered in- ·this .chapter .. 
Standard Cost Accounting 
. . 
. - ~: . A Standard Co-st System of accounti;ng i.e one in which advance 
-·- 'lit -
• 
estimates a.re made of labor, mate_ri:a.ls,, and· the expenses required to 
• 
manufacture ~ given product. The $tandard unit cost is .determined 
· by estimating the: a.m._ount that ·the: product ''should" ·cost. These cost 
estimate_s· are mad.~ on the .,ba·si.s. .o·f the mat·erial specifications and_ t·be- · 
production processes.. The s.t·.andard :cost represents a "normal" or 
sometimes an "objecti.ve" cost_ •. , This st-andar.d cc,st is then compared 
with the actual costs incurre.d:. 
~igures is called a "variation.'' 
$ 
The di-ffererice. :between.the two . ' _. . . . . . · .. ' -
Most Standard Cost systems of accounti~g use the ''Stand~d-rin, 
-
Standard-out" method for evaluating operati~g results. 5 . In this 




method the work in-process account is debited .with the·· ·standard cost 
· of the products worked· upon duri~g the period, and credited with the 
. 
s~anda~d costs of the_ goods completed· and transferred ·to finished 
;·. · goods ·inve·ntories. During the month (the usual accounti~g period), 
._ ..... ·- :'' ' .. 
' 
' 
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·as tne expenses '·.··are'. .·incurred •. : Thes:.e .accounts ~~. c:r;edi t:ed with the·• '' . . .':', . - . 
\ . . ~. 
't. 
. :·rst~dard' ·cost .of the i t~s·. produced during' the period.. The amount , . 
left in these account~ is a variance, favorable if :the balance is · · - -,, : 
p . ' _, 
· a credit, unfavorable if the balance is a debit. -- · A: measure of the 
/ 
.efficiency of the shop._ i~~ determined- by· computing _the hqurs recovered 
' ' 
. at ._standard' divided by· the 'direct hours w~rked .. during the period. ' . 
• ' J 
. . PrQduction .is usually measured by· evaluating the. ship~ent_s at· the 
standard cost.· 
. 
, ..... The f'oll~wing te~ are· now defined: · , . 
, ' 
Number of Direct Employees - ·The number of employees that directly 
participate in operations that change the form or advance the stage of 
manufacture of a.product. 
Overtime - Overtime hours worke_d ,by .direct employees d4,vi:ded· by 
the standard hours worked oy · direct employees • 
. 
Abserice Rate - Total. man dey-s lost divided -b:y the total number 
:Of standard work d~s ava.f-1.able. 
Efficiency - Total o·f standard hours :r~covere.~ ,divided. py: the 
total hours worked. 
..---.. .... ,.. 
I 1 
:; ;• ,--·.·•. Variation - The dif.ference between the · computed standard cost; 
and the actual co·st incurred. 
Production - The standard cost ot· tlte· _merch~dise produc~d · . 
during the period. 
In-Process Inventory - Investment in labor and material for 
· · items which have started the manufacturing process , but as yet have 
not been· deli·vered to a · finished merchandise· inve~~ory. Care should 
. . 
I .~ ' ' 
. ' 
. ' 
...... . . 
. ;'.,•'/ 
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• J. I f• t 
·• 
.  '. - . . . . 
• 
--:·· 
. ,. ~ '. . 
common practi·ce for ·companies to: ·use . the term 1·n~process inventory to· •· _, ·. 
·-define work whi-ch has _started manufacture. ·and .~aw material wai·ting ,to 
.. 
start processing. Aggregate in-process. invento:cy, . a$ defined here., 
includes ·the .. ~armer, but excl~des the. latter·. For. the . company which ,; 
~-
. ge·~erated the data \us-ed iµ thi:s'. thes·is ~ in~prbce~·s. invento_ry 'is .. . 
. 
' . 
refe:rred· to as ·' 46· 1 accollllt inventory and is broken into 11pr.9cesfi" and · 
''raw material" accounts. . The "process!' account: .was used as the .. 
'--_,....J 
't . • . figure for inves·tment in aggregate in-process _inventory for t~J.s 
thesis. 
The Data ,;. 
.• 
Data :for fourteen manuf'a_cturing s·hops w.ete: cfptained. to·r this·· · 
the·sis. The data set·s were obtained from tlle. accountin.g'. organizations . 






.collect· data which we:re ··r.el_a.t~d by· common pr9du~t ,,lines ·and/or comn:ion ~-'.·, :1-:,~~:. ..,_ 
'-· ( 
- !j ' . 
- ... ',.' ·: .. ··:, ,,·. 
' I ' ~ • ·,. ' '' • 
• ',1 ·.'· . 
.. ' . ·., 
. . . . .- -·. -
management environments. In this. wey the models· cor1strp,cted .for -each.'. 
-:- -··· ~ 
.shop could b·e compared to help ideptif'y relationships· that might follow 
certain product lines or .result·s because -c;,f the management policy at 
a· multishop manufacturing plant... Thus , the data sets selected for 
, 
study were ones in wh·ich certain products were .made: ___ at__multiple 
shops, and in which certain locations made multiple products. Due 
" 
,' to· difficulties in collecting the desired. information, however, the 
' • 
• .,,•·''""''''' 'I data does not contain as much grouping as was desired .• 
The :fourteen _data sets acquired represent data· from eight· manu-
facturing :facilities and ·twelve product . types • Table 1 gives a cross-
ll. 
.. 
' . . ··1 . ' . . 
•• ' j • 
' .. 
. . . ' ' 
. ,, 
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TABLE 1 
' PRODUCI' VERSUS LOCATION PRODUCED: A CROSS REFERENCE 
LOCATION PRODUCED · 
i~ •,i M N " 0 ' p Q R· s 
. 
. .. 
•:·. t". ·_.' 
'· 
. . ~· 
' 
... , . . :~· . .. .. . ;; . . 
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" ,, ·, · . ..:'' ~-. :. ' :.: 
' . . ' 
·, ·. 
' ,, ' . :· ·"," ' ·• 
'"'\: 
' ... ·: ·.' ·.' ' ' '' ., '' ·( '' ' ' . ' . ' '·: < .. ' . ' . 
·· _ .. · · ·. -.·. ·. · · · ··· · reference of location and pi"oduct · type tor each data· Set. 









• ' . ,i,_ ' 
~/ ', ~· ~ - , ' 
•· ' " 
For 
"· 
example, dElta sets :f'or product A were aCquired from locations M, Q, 
,·.,· ..... 
and R. · Notice. that location M has tour different products . 
. . 
•'-
rep~esented in the table - .': .. ···. ~-..... ·:· ' . ' .' <"' ... · '-){ . ' : 
,' '·.' ·: ,:. . 
. . ,,.··) - ' ' ,··,,.,.., 
The twelve produCts represented Were ill 'manufactured PY the _ 
Western Eleciric. coJDPfuiy. . 'Ihe . actual pa.mes o·t the products and. the 
. ·.: 
loc~tions _:ma.p.u:raCt~ed a.re considered proprietar,y intormatiOil. 
. ' 
The· 
content of the data rec¢ive.d from each shop varied ~omewhat, but 
basically contained month.JS- operat~ng results for the years 
1969-1971. ~e types of products varied considerably •. Telephone 
cable, trallsistors, and central office equipment we;re 'but three of -
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" The first part o:f this chapter will deal wi'th the- }>roces:s ·o:f 






· will c~nsider. the identification o·f outlier$ using data ·p9ints. 0 • ' C O < • The 
- •.. ~ •' 
. ' . 




of the fourteen data set(s studied.. This- _will identify·· the variables · ' . 
' 
' 
which· are significantly correlat.ed with investm~nt in aggr~gate in-, . 
... . 
process_ inventory· at ee,ch· shop considered:•. 
Section 1 
As was stated ·_earlie.r, the. dat.a .obtained for 'this ,study were: 




"· 1 ,1;_..;~~ . ~ yearly report ha~ _Em entry for each month during the year. Ef-
ficiency, overtime., material vari~tion, ·aJld tbe.: niu;nb.e-r Of emp_loyees • 
are all ay~rage values _:f:or the .month and thus- coUld be considere4 to: 
apply as average daily:· valUees for the month. as well. On th_e -other 
' hand, the value of' the lll.erchandise ·shipped is ·definitely dependent on 
~ 
the time period consider·ed for its value., Thus, a uniform time length 
for shipments had t.o be established. M.onthly time periods are not 
of uniform length, so the shipment values had to be conyertecl to. 
' 
.. 8, daily basis • This was accomplished by identifying the number of 
., 




. ---·-- -· - ...•.. 'The monthly figure for shipments is then -divided "by the number of' pro~ . ' . : ' 
duction · days. in the ~onth. This give_s · the ·average value of shipments . 
. ' . 
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. , per aai ':ror. __ e,aeh ~onth. ·. This value' 'is' th.en· asslnned to b:e· tlie average ., . . . 
. 
production rate . per dey durip.g tne ·month.: Figure. 1 i~ Chapter II 
showed tha-c~ shipments are -cont·rolled· by· management .decisions •. It 
. 
. . could "Qe o:f value for a manager to manufactu:re at a higher,. r~te· for 
.. 
.. 
. . .; 
a month. in anticipation of ·fut:ure ord·ers which _will not be shipp_ed · .· ··. ··:' · . . . 
.... 
. '' 




a.re not neces:9ariJ.y. equal_ for any given month. Over a lorig period 
... ',. 
-. or time , however, the ·v~ue of the amount shipped will be . equal t·o 
t~e value of the product- s'cheduled for p-roduction with only- a smal.1 
variation. -Because: ·ot thi·s "ract, _shipments were used as ·a me·asure p 
I 
I'~ 
of the production rate. Better results mi.-ght have been obtained if 
~ 
:actual product.ion. rate -data would have been available. The actual 
~-·• I 
.. , 
_production- rate is. 1n:ot:, tnclude.d be~aw,.e mo~t acc.ounting organizations· 
keep only ,the· .results ·of the .:man.µf~cturing. processe.$ , not .:productio:p. 
:schedules. Therefore, in most ,tnstances, sh:iplllent.s. a.re the best· 
estimate: of the- production_ ·rat·e .available. 
Section 2 
Several problems were identifi.ed when the data sets were 
initially analyzed. First, Western Electric Company has ,.a standard 
. shutdo,m policy for employee vacations. The last two weeks of Ju).y_ 




employees take vacations. This , plllS the July 4th holidq make Juiy'. · . . . ; .. 
: I ~ 
', -·'' . 
·an unusually -short- month; thus, even though the data sets were. con-· 
verted to. a daily bas~s , .mo~t data set·~ showed the July data points 
. . : . . . . 
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• : ,., as·· being· out.l!er·s .. ~ · ·,1:·The ·out~te:rs· w.ere. primarily· iq.eriti:fied by. looking . · . . . . ' 
~- - . 
. 
' . 
. · .. ,: · .. · at• invest1nent' in .in-pi-ocess "invent~ry, versus .the production ·rate, since : C ' ' , , •• ' ' 
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Figure 2 . shows .a. plot for product O 1.,hich was-~ made at location T· •. . ., 
Notic.e.,/that _the Dec~ber point also appeared.to be-~ outlie~. This.· 
' I -Ii"" • • 
., 
. ' 
. . ' 





. take vacations around Christmas I The figure could also have b~~n in- . 
fluenced by the fact that Decembe~ valu~s· for 'inve~tment in in-process 
. 
·- . 
. . inventory are· reported· on annual r~ports-· and -th-us there ·may be some 
unusual· s~ifting of inventory e,t thi:s time.- , 
It is int:eresting to. note -that the outliers i.d~.ntt:fied here were 
. 
not on the high. si<.le,. :r:n· fact, ,t,he three point~ on Figij.re 2 · represent 
. l~wer vaJ.ue~ for ·the :in~:~tOG·es,s investmep.t than ·wou)_~ :b.e expected by 
looking _at the oth·er d~ta.. It atfpea~s. the_n,: ·ehat. performance before 
-· --ho~idays or vacations ·may have a benefici~ effect on the !n-proc(ess 
-V'\.. 
-· inventory position:. Another explanation coul.d be th~t the management 
likes to nave· the ·shop: as free from ex:Ges·s inventocy. as possible during:. . . 
V 
., 
shipment' .r;ate ,. :may ·be pigner than the actual rate of .. production. for the 
period. 
Another problem encountered in plotting the d.ata was · groupi.ng by 
year. FiFe 3 shows the e~reme· case· .. This type of. plot was ·probably 
, 
caused by large chan.ges · in the production rate between years ·in ·. co~- · ,. 
pari-son · to the changes w~thin the pro.duction year. . L~ge changes ··in 
, . 
production· rate Qetween· years tor~- the. dat·a. obtained ~as not unexpected.-· ·· 
,· 
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there ·-were production_ cutbacks~ 
!ate began to increase .again. 
quite ·.well. 
. ., . . . 
\ ._. .. · 
'. , I I , 
. ' ,, . .• . 
. \ ' . " 
. 
:s·eginn·irig . in 1971. :t~e production 
' ... ' 
\. 
. ( .·· '•' .. F-igure · 3 ·seems to· r,~tlect. these ch~ges. 
. ' 
. 
_........ . ' 
·' ·u ._, 
< • ... 
~ . · The lB.;rge __ changes in. -t:;he in-process invent.ory !eve.ls between yea.rs · ·, 
' • • • • 
- • I : 
' 
. -• 
· · . in Figure 3 were· ~lso · expected. As will be seen later ~-n ·this. thesis, . 
. . 
the. in'-proces~ invento!'Y level seems. to _b~ a "functipn. of. t·he 'product·i,on .. · . ' 
rate~ Thu~' large change~ in the. production rate w.ould tend to c.ause 
. 
. 
· large changes in the inventory. level. Part of the change in the in-
process invent·ory. level between years could also have· been caused by the 
-reconciliation of. the·. book value for investment in in-process with th~ 
. 
· actuaJ. physi.cal· i,nyentory. In t1ie ·case of prod~ct A made a lo .. cation 
.. 
M(Figure 3), however, the groupt~g did not, on the surface, negate the 
f possibil·ity of high correlation between in-pr9cess· investment the 
productton rate.: 
. 
.duction rate for product A ma.de at ·lo·cation Q,. .As is evi.dent from this 
.... ' 
plot, these two v~iables· w-e-r.e basically µnco:rrelated., When this 
situation occurred~. outliers were .identi.fie-d. using the most significant 
variables found by correlation analysis." 
· Section 3 
. 
. As was stated in S,ectio:n •~, the· production rate most consistently 
showed h~gh -correlat·ion with investment·' in aggregate in-pro.ces·s in-• I• " 
• I 
' . . 
~ 




a shop as a closed· system with· a fixed .manufacturing interval. In this f 
situation an. increase in the·. pro,d~ction ·schedul.e would .increase. the. size 
of the waiting.l~nes in the shop and/or cause the number of' waiting lines. 
19 
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M.. 0 • 
~· . 
' . 
process i~vento:cy. . ' 
.\ Table 2 · shows correl~tion coef'ficie-nts for the production rate 
··-·~--~-
. ' • • 
J versus ·investment in. in-process- i.nventory for each shop studied •. Note ~ ' 
' 
.. , 
that . there. is ~ great variation in the results .• In . fact , it would seem· . . . . ~ . . 
' 




. two ·variables does _not· ·a1ways __ occur. In· an .attempt to discover· the · 
.. 
reason fo~ unexpected low and even more unexpected nega~_i ve car- , . . 
. '• ,_ 
. 
-
. :relations,. two of the m~ufact-q.ring proce:sses were _studi.ed .in more . . ' . . . - . 
detail. The two studied were product A at location Q and product H 
.. 
made at location .M.. ~T.t:i.bles· ·;3 ·~d- :4 s.how. the correlation coefficient$: 
·of' several other vt1ri·ables versus ··i-ri'vestment f'or· tbes~ two .. shop~~ 
Product A will be .. con-sid~:red ri·rs·t . 
During the ·1969 · to 1.9-71 ·p.eriod this ·shop was operating ·at _e:s-· 
~entially a constant production r:.ate, that being the capacity of the, 
shop. As a re$ul t, any devi_ation in 'the :production rate was actually 
,. 
caused by· vari:.a.tions in the rate .Qf sh·ipments rather th.an changes in 
• 
the :production· scheo.tt.le.. Thus,. a.s would be. expected with an essentially ,· 
constant variable, the production: ·rate showed low correlation with the 
other variables -as· is shown in ~a.ble 3. 
Notice that Table 3 shows a high negati·ve correlation' oetw.een 'in-
. process investme:q.t and overtime. This· seems to result from the operating .. 
environment that was present during this period. When a· shop is operating 




proCess is slowed because of xn~chanical problems,. for example~ $ siow a:()lfn > ; 
'' 
.,, ; ,: ... -~ in the production rate would be expected. The o~y way t·o compensate 
•• ·• . _ _I __ ": ___ "I 
.. - . ~ 
. 
·,' 
. ) ' . _-.:,•, . 
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TABLE ·2 
.. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
PRODUCI1ION RATE VERSUS IN-PROCESS INVENTORY 
,. 
' ' 
LOCATION PRODUCT R. 
' . 
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
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' '. , ·.·: .. ~ ·. the.-lost :product·ion 1fo,µd·be to :work overtim~ •. -'. Meanwhil~., shipment$·.·-.' ' 
' 
. . . ' -
' ' ' ' 
u 
-
' " ' 
' 
' 
.. " .. 
· · would tend to deplete -the in-proces_s: inventory. This ·situ.at ion ·would· 
also eJCl?lain 'the high n.egative c·orrelation between overtime and ef-·. 
... 
-
. . ficiency since __ overtime would increase th.e · labor input but ~ot .~n.cre~se 
the rate of shipments.- · Table 3 shows ~ p6si ti ve cor~elation betwe·en · 




effi~iency ·a:na. aggregate in-process investment. . 
. . 
.. 











' ". ··~ by the fact that a low in-process 'inve~tory would- ca.us.e• workers to more 
. . 
' . 
· frequently be waiting for work and as a result .cause a decrease in 
efficiency •. A high .in-process inventory on the otllerhand -wo.uld_aJlow 
less waiting time ·:fo:r the w0rkers and probably i-ncreas-e efficien.cy:. 
To siumnarize, it can be said that _ the·: pro.duction rate at locati·on. 
. 
...: 
M for product A was not a good indi.cator of investment in. aggreg·ate 
, ... in-process !inventory.···· Thi:.s re··sUlt··ed from- the fact that the shop -vae.,. 
through· out the period.~ loaded to· c~pacity, which caused an alm.ost: 
constant production rate. 
Table 4 s.hows· produ~t t :ma.d.e: at locati.on J\1. " ·'!'he nl.l.tD.ber· of dire·ct 
.. . . ,. 
. 
employees at thi·s· ·s_.t1op was almos·t. as~ gpod_ @, i,n-dicator· of tne. invest .... -
ment level as the- pro~ction rat~._ This type of ·reiation showed up 
at other shops as ,well. It seems: that locations which have several 
. shop~ and a large work force tend to shift workers according to the 
work load. As a result, the number of employees may, in some cases, _be 
. 
. 
a better indicator of the. ~ctuaJ.: produc.ti·on rate than .shipments. 
Figures 5 and 6 show plots of p:roduction· .. rate versus investment • • 
' 





' . ··.~. . ,-
. \ ' 
. 
. 
. tor this shop for · 197 Q · and 1971 resp~ct:ively. - ln. 1970 the correlat,ion .. ,... 
.· . . 
. 
. . , . 
between these two variables· was .90. The· 1971 data showed no signi-
ficant· ·correlation.· _ During EU_l of 1970 the shop seeme·d to be tapering 
.. , ' 
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vestment, ·and. the numb'er of employees were all decreasing during the . . . 
' . . . 
. 




,, I,. , 
. slowdown· .. of its production-. · This .· type of <::,peration .may ~ave resulted 
in the high·correlations· for i970.- Dur:f~g 197~, however,:the-situati·on· . -·-- . .. ·, . . . ·. 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
- .. ' . . . . . 
changed. Investment in. in-process duri_ng tbe··first half·_ ~f ·1971 was 
' . . \ ' 






' the demand. on ·th~s shop must have changed drastically in 197.1. In· 
. . . 
. fact' the deman.d was :probab~y such. that . items were being shipped 
·-- .. ·,· •· . J ( produc-:tion rate)· 
1 






could get into manuf0;ctu.re, wh,:i~ch result .. e.d in ·a, reducti.o:ri in the .. . 
'·' in-process inventory le.vel •. This typ.e of situation would also explain 
the reason why·the number.of employees. increased during this.period, 
and the overtime duri-ng this peri.oq. was also high. -About midway 
·· through 1971 the production ra.~e .. lev.eled off· and ·the i·nvestment -started. -, ' J. 
I • 
to rise until, it leveled Off -~t a.bout: the end o·.f' the third quarter.· 
These types of interactions suggest s.ome· ·sort. of lag that · exists be-
tween the variables. The author wrot.e ·a computer program to lag the 
C investme~t at varying inte:rva.l.s behind. t~e· production rate., This was · 
done ass11ming that shipment~ (produc.t.ion rat,e) would lag ·bebind the 
. 
. actual scheduled rate of manufacture,by the manufacturing interval. 
/ 
The results of several of these runs, however, show that no improvement 
was gained by this method. 
.. The complexity of the relationship between th.e sp-h~duled rate of, 
·production-and the·production rate .as measured by shipments can.further 
be illustrated by looking at actual. ~roduction schedules versus~ 
>"~-~., .. ':" ' • ' . 
. . . 
I , 
.· ·26. 
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FIGURE 5 .. ,•I 
' . 
SCATTER PLOT OF IN-PROCESS INVENTORY VERSUS ·THE 
PRODUaI'ION RATE FOR PRODUCT L MANUFACTURED AT 
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~· ~ • r •• • 
shipments. · Such ·data., ::he>weve~, ·is. -'v-ery. diffi~ult .to· .ac;.quire since 
. ' . 
., 
' . . . I'. .' ' . 
·accounting o_rganizations typically have no us·e ·for the pro.duction 
. .. ,r.~~ 
. schedules •.. This data. was availaple for product 1: at location M and it. 
. " 
is presente·d. ·:in .~ie;~e 7. Note tha.t at. times· peaks. ·correspond to. l'eaks · 
. . 
L. 
. •;. and at . other ~imes: pea.ks correspond to . va.J ·1eys ~~ 
. ,• . ' ' . - . ... 
. . 





b'~twe.en ~ .. pea.k .. p;roduction s~hedul~ EUl_d .·p~ak ~hipments .is .~· month;. at .. 
. . ; ' . . . - . 
- ' 
. other times. it ·seems._to'·be .. 1 tY10· 'mont.hs.· The ·rel,ationship. betwee~ theS·e: 
two variables $eems.to be quite complex·andn.ot.easily modeled~ 
j" • ...,., ......... ,, 
When ·the author vi.sited this ·particular.· shop, one_ of ·the· fir.st' line. 
supervisors explained the ·situation as bieng .extremely hard to pred:ict. · 
• 
For ·instance ,·the: shop being cons.idered is a· p.iece part shop and its 
work is very dependent up·on the demand of another shop· at location M • 
· Since the orders rec,ei ired for· produc.t L are: intern·a..1.. orders , they may 
•. ,. 
. . be cancelled ·at a]·most a.n.y ·time. As a. 'result·, the· shop. can be pro~ 
p.uc.ing . at a htgh prductio:n -rate, ·but .have th.e. orders cancelled; thus 
resulting in high production rate but a· :1ow· sp.tpment rate. After such· 
an event has occurred, the production r.ate ·may be very low for. a pe.riod 
to allow the inventory to b·e worked oft. The reve~se could also. happen. 
If a large unexpected order· were to- a.rri ve the production schedule 
could be increas.ed rapidly, .but due to difficulties i·n obtaining labor 
and materials it could be weeks before ths shipment rate would increase ·. 
· to' reflect the new "production. ··schedule. · 
To summarize the :results from the study so far, it seems ·that ·the-
e~ected correlation between production rate (~ me~tired by shipments) 
.· and in-process inventory can only be expect·ed in certain types ·of shops· •. • 
· Correlation between the production rate and in-process inventory (as 
.-
29. 
' . • 
j ' ' ' 
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FIGURE 7 
FIVE MONTH PLOT OF THE SHIPMENT RATE AND THE 
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.. measure(]. 'b;1 shiPlll:eints) can at ~erta.iD. times· be expected :if: . (l) the sho:P . ,_ \ . . .· ·. ' . . .. ' - . . . ' . . 
. 




. ,. - . 
. . . ' . . . ·. ' ' 
. . ·.: _i~ qper~ting b·e1ow capacit·y; ·and (2). if the ·shop' has a good :ro.recast of . . ~ . . . .. 
. 
'. ' ' - : . ' .. ., '. 
. ,· 






fu,ture _demaµd or a . very · short manuf,acttiring interval. _ .. 
... 
' . . ' 
. , . '_.· . 
Looki.ng. 1again at ·Table. 2 we ~ee that products B:·,·\c~· and ·n.-sho~ed. .·. 
. 
. .~··~ 
· , : > < - , e't>h-e1a:tion$ of. • 92, ; 9() , a.i1cl • 7 9 . .Thes..e th:ree . products are . all .. small · 





,-. "i ~\.--: 
.:..:, 
•,, 
•,• 'I ; • .' • C 
I • •'II \ ,.' 
.. ,', ' 
; . ', ·.•· -;. 
J. 
.. ,• ,. ,,•,I' 
' . '·., .. . 
. • • 
.I,. electroniq· components. Pie·ce P~t products .K· and· :t:,·. s_howed . cor.r·elations ~ 
: ..·o:r-_.92, -.'56~ 8.lla..- ~11.· .. rt:app:~ar:~ .. 'rrom the aboV°e fig\lr~s.that.the re..:· 
,. . . 
. 
' . ..... . . . ' ...... · .• 
. . ) ' • I 
'· 
.. lationships have little. consistency along product lines·,· 'although t'.he 
el~ctr6nic C(?mponents gave. better resu.lt:s .. tpan the -other types ·of · sh9ps: 
Location M,. N, and O !'!ave mult-iple ·prodtict·s listed .in Table· 2, 
•• I 
, . 
but, a$ in the ca.s e.: with product iines ;: the great :va.ri,at·ion in the pro· .. 
duction. rate versus in-process inventory re·sUlts within the loca.tions 
make the effect of location difficult to determine. · 
. " • . 
In addition to. the production rate,. overtime and efficiency. vere 
'fr,-: l • 
. . . 
correlat~d with inyestment in in--proc.ess inventory. The correlation 
.... coefficients for these variables a.re· shown in Table 5. These results 
were -surprising. For product ·A manufactured at location Q .. a negative 
correlation was observ·ed between overtime and in-proce_ss inventory. _ _In 
Table 5 positive correlations are observed for other s_hops. Two types of · ' . 
situations must have occurr-ed. The negative correlations must_· have been I· 
caused_ by using overtime to increase production on a short term basi$[. · . 
. ' 
l-
-~ •,. I 
' . 
In othe:r:. words an·increase qf shiPIJlents at the-expense of depleting 
in-process inventory. The po;;itive correlations, however, .must have 
. ·;.,, .. · ,' ; ' 
' . ~ 
· been caused by using· overtime to ~ncrease · the production rate over a • I I 
longer period of t~me and was ·:probably- used throughout the shop. ·This 
would increase the output of the shop ·and eventually cause an increase 
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I• 
:Th~se.· two types.' o:f. a.~tions -were :probab;ty. i~teractive during .the .. 
'. : . \. . . 
. .. ·;...:. 
. three year ·pe.riod that was being studied. This may. eiplain the. '+' . . . . . ' ' .. 
and .,_,·si·gns.as well·a.s .. the low correlations ·for overtime.··: The·results-
. 
- . . 
for efficiency are even more confus'i_ng. ··rµ_ general, it looks,'iike 
' . 





\ . . . 






• ,. -.. I since the -'corr.elation., at least in o;ne· :case' has a fairly h_igh negat·ive· · .. 
··vsaue. · •. 
The rela.tionsh:i'..ps obtained. i11. th.is :chapt~r were made -under the. ;·· 
,/' 
• 1 ,. 
assumpti~n that the r.elationships found.: ·would. be linear. · This was 
1. 
I 
now done ·without regard to the· . pos .. sibility that non~linear models. , 
would impro.ve the r~lationships:. ·rn. fact .. ,, : a model of the . form 
I.P.I. -.Afi··:·.· - .• 
. . ' 
' ' 
'. 
I • P. I . = Investment in aggregate 
in-pro·cess inventory 
x· .. = Production Rate 
·~~. to ·be determined· • 
was considered very. promising· at ·the start ·o.f tli:i·s study. It was 
. - . 
· considere·d promising since even . the most elemerit.acy inventory models 
do.not cc;>nsider an optimal inventory level to be a linear function 
' of the demand. However, the. above model when tes~ed with the data· 
used in this thesis did not . improve the results sign1ficantly~ ~ · 
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I. This, c~apter·will·pre·s~nt,' tn~··mo~elfl'· foml.d.·th'at·· b:e~t· :d~'s,·cr·abe'·~he--::_:, 
. 
~--.,. ' 
. investment level of a·ggregat.e in~proce:ss ·inventory~,. __ at each shop ,.> . . . ~ . . . 
. ' . ;.. . . ' 
. . . 




.~ ...... ,!· the forward ve_rsion o.f_ stepwise .~inear. r_egression. The F-test was ·· 
used to jupge. i.f adding_ or deleting basic vari.ables s_ignificantly 
' 
. aff'e cted the fi-t·. 
' 
The Models 
One of the o.})jefct·ives ·of: t,tij.s: t_besis·, as was state.d_ earlier, was 
. . to determine it an ac¢iJ_rate model could be constructed to_ give · 





vari able.s· .hay~ ·on .inve-stm~n-t :i_n _a_ggre gate i_n~proce ss invent·or~y • 
.. ~·.-::·:~ 
.Tabl~ 6 ·sh,ows ·}:he :v~ria.b_les- included, and the m4tiple correlation_ 
coe-ff.icients ·for each: mode:1 produce-a.. This table is included . 
:t:·o emphasize the-_ great. variance in the s_ignific_ance of thee -mode1-S 
·constructed_, -~d the-_ great variance _in ·-the numbe,r and type of' 
variables th:at ·are include.d in the models. It seems clear from ' 
. Table 6. that a general model .for investment is not .a poss·ibility with 
. 
the pre.sent data.. Production rate is the variable that was most often 
included in the models, but as was . seen in Table· 2 -of the _last 
chapter, the production· rate 'had low. cci:tr¢la:t;·i-ori with: in.vestment--at • l • • ' ~ ··, ., ' • . . • ' 
' ~ • 
6 of the 14· shops. consi·dered. 
' ~ . 
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5 N D 
6 I 
7 . v . F 
., 
I 
8 . G 
9 p E 
10 K 
11 Q A 
12 . R A 
13 s B 
14 T C 
TABLE 6 
BEST MODELS BY LOCATION 
•'• 
VARIABLES IN MODEL 
Production Rate, Number 
Employees, Overtime 
' 








f~c.ien.cy Ove~_ime, Production. . 
Rate 
Production Rate, Efficiency .783 
Number of Employees, Ef-
ficiency Overtime 
.306 
Production Rate, Efficiency .846 
Production Rate, Labor 
Variation • 798 
-
.. ' 
Production Rate, Labor .776 
Variation 
'--~~-
Production Rate, Efficiency .574 
. 
Labor Var. , Number of Em- .814 
ployees, Overtime , Production 
Rate 
. 




Labor Variation, Production .852 . 
R~e, Overtime · 
Production Rate 
.923 
Production Rate, Efficiency. .968 
.35· 
' 
... ,,... ' 
. . 
,. 
. . . I 
., . ,, . ' ' 
·,· ·.•- .· : ,'. : ,-.> .• ;· ., 
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II ,, ' 
' . ' . '1 ••. 
' ·, ··,; ;.'·.·_.·:,· ., 
. ' .. · . . . . . 
. ··. _·: ... ·· tabor Variaticm. ahd .. ~ff'iciency·were 'preieilt in' Severai·~f the·. . ~ 
. . '., 
· -models and should be considered in any apalysis o:f this type. They· a.re, -. 
• ;7 however' uncontrolled .var~ables anq. may b'e· excluded .if 'a man_ager wishes .. 
. . . . . 
. . 
. 
- "' · t.o know how the contro·lled vari~bles. can b~ expected to ·infiuence his -
investment ··pos·:i.tion ., O:f' the ·_controlle.d. variables·, ·pr9ducti.on .ra.t·e anq. --
overtinie would. appear· to· _be- t·he 'variables which. will usually . appe~· . * ' • ' ' 
. 
• 
. . • • 
.in_ .a .mod~,l.for .. inve:s.tment· .. in ·:aggr~gate :m·-proee·ss·:. invento!'Y.· .: .. 
Production rate :may show- little influence if, as in· th~ case. ~f' _ . -' 
. 
. . - .· - ' . 
• 
1.-
• • • product A at location Q, · the ehop is running at or_ ne:a.r full production. 
Ove~ime w~il not be.· a factor cert··ainly, if it is the policy .of' the 
' ~ shop to work very little overtime. The production rat·es for aJ.m.ost 
all. of the shops dropped off in 197q. _ ·rn at l~·ase.,·one of the shops 
' studied· overtime was almost non-existent duriµ·g this_ period. · Overtime 
. . 
,wil,l· onLy ,~appe,ar-:"a_~·.an i-nfluenee if it is ·regularly oc~urri~g in the 
• 
-1 
shop. The numb.er of empl-oyees appeare.d in models for four of the 
shops. Notice that t-hre·e· of: the four shops ~t locati~n M had this 
., . 
. 
variable in the ·model. T:bis particular location is ve-cy 18:Tge ~d 
has a work force that can be shi:rted fairly· quickly to ch~gi~g 
.... 
. 
. . demands. As was stated earlier, in t~i.s type of f'ac:ility the product~qn 
rate may be better estimated by the .number of employees than _by the__ ·-
shipments per day:. In. fact, it may even force the produ.ction r~te 
" 
I . 
trom the m::>del. This occurred in the model .. for product L at ·loc-ation 
M. At this shop_.tbe production rat.e -Eµld the number of employees wer~. 
9 h_ighly correlated (.97), and when the model was c·onstructed the 
·production rate was not included, altho:ugh 
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I 
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t.1' , , 
,'..numb:er ot' employees -iri.the.~:model. with li;ttl~ loss ·of 'sigrlificance.·· 
, In constructing ~hese ·ID.odels it is· _often misleading to assume ' 
' ' 
'! 
_ .th~t if a vari.ab1e, is. significantly correlate·d with ·investm~nt, that it , · · .- . \ 
. 
I'. 
• I ' I . 
. • . 
, 
will be inc1uded i.n the model. An example is product A manufactured at 
' ' 
. 
' locati.on Q, where -efficiency -and- inves-tment h·ave a correlation co-··' I ' • • ' ' • 
• • • 










. inventory was coristru,cted using efficiency as t~e-" i;ndepende~t variabl.e' 
..; ' .. . 
. 
an F-ratio 12 .. 8 re~ults, whi.ch is s:ignifican:t- at the 95% level. . . . -
. 
· Efficiency was· not, howev_e.r, included in the ,mbdel as can be seen by 
... 
Table 5. ~e- reason it was not included in the model re_sulted from ·the - \ .. . . 
fact overtime and efficiency were liighly correl_ated · ( ~. -81). Thus,; botll . 
. . 
variables conveyed the same information to·-the model •. 
. ' 
Table 6 was grouped by common location, while Table 7 ts grouped 
·by related products. These twQ tables show, .as was the c,ase .of the 
, 1 · significant variables , li,ttle, evidence that certain product lines , or 
product types give better resutls than others II -The pro-aucts K attd L -,· 
which are both piece part .shops , showed fairly consistent resulqs , but 
product A, for which there were three shops making th~ same product, 
' showed a wide variation in the results. 
'!he results from locations M · and P seem to have been fairly con-
•• - -or- -
.. ' . 
'. 'I- ,_ . 
" 
• 
sistent~ However, ·they are oQly · co~sistent in that rthere.were no.'.' ,,. '. " . . ' . . . 
. 
. extreme·1y low correlations found. It would require many more· dat~ 
sets to be able to ~eparate the effects of the locations because of 
the high variati_ons 'b·ot}:l.within the ·products and within the. 
1'. . '' " ' . 
loc·ations •. 
· .. 37 
' ' .. ·:,\ . 
1, '~ 
,.. ' "'-~-....... · 
·, . " '. ·., 
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BEST MODELS BY PRODUCT 
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' i· ' ' , ·r , • '. 
. . . .... 
' ' ' 
.'; . ' 
. . ' 
chapt~r .t;tiat the .variable$_ ~ncluded in the model .and the accurate~ess 
'ot the model·s: coostructed 's~ow'; .. great v8.riation from ,shop to', shop. ' ' . ' . . 
'. . 
. ' . 
, . ' 
The type of product, ·and tile·- management. :e:p.vironm~pt .certainly· .. ·':PlEcy" ...• ' ,· . . . ,, .. ' 
. ' ' 
' . 
• 





. · accurately identify th.e influeri:ce .. of these. v:~rra.bles •· Certainly other · : .·. ' . ,. . " 
.. ' ' -~ 
' ' 
shop. ch8.racte~:istics: are also iJJ.fl-q~:nt.i.~J.- ·in· atfect,iJlg the ·~~curacy : ',I: • 0' ' • C "• " • ' • , I ' 
, 
I'. t 




°'-the model Produced.' Floor space,_ obsolescenc~- ~:t e·q~pment, and 
labor' efficiency a.re· all uncontrolled variables· ·which 'can affect the . 
' . 
I 
accuracy of the model produce_d. The. acqolllltin.g, procedures may -also 
' .. ., be ~- factor i·n de-ter_mining the fit of the model· produced. · If' the 
• .I 
', "'--- ·-
data· were incomplete or· inaccurate -the factors which· aan be con-
trolled and have been shown to be correlated. witl:l. investment· in 
-.~r~g~te .. in-:proce.ss .inventory. wo.Uld· ha,ve the.i,r .significance reduced . 
.. 
· In fact; the cont_:ro·11_ed. .. variables t;heJI1Selve:s , if· they reach certain 
levels, may reduce ·th.e fit of th~ model. .·• •. ;, This is th.e cas.e with 
production rate and overtime. The product.ion rate tends to be . 
significant only if it is well below the shop capacity. This type 
' ' ' of res Ult is not .unexpected when on_e consiq.ers the· queuing formula·:· .. 
.. 
• 
'.(1)' L = ~W . .'. -~. .. . • 
.. : .. -.... , '1. ' 
. ' .... - ::·· ' ... ~; ,' ' 
,'. ), . ' '~ . - . . . ' 
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.. I,~= expected nimiber at un~ts in the system. " 
. 
' . . 
W· = expectea time spent ,by a uni~··i·n.the system.··~·-, 
1 ' 
l ' 
.· 1/>.. = expecte'a. tim~. -between two con.s·ecuti~ arri,va.ls. i;t 
• j • .,; 
. ... ' ' the· system •. 
' 
•·'' ' 
. ~---~- ' 
. ' ~ 
J·obn D~· c .. Little pr9ved expression (-I)· under· fairly g~ne:rai _ ·.fo: "'' ~ 
. . . . . 
. l . . • . ' ' . . . 










the, 'corresp,ondip:.g· stochastic processes b.e stri·etl.y. stat.ionary. , He 
.· goes on to state., '''I1lre results· are: remarkablyp·free of speci.tic 
assumptions: about .a,rri va.l Blld; service q.ist·ributions, independence of 
interarrival ·times, ·number of channels, queue ·discipline, et_c. 
-A requirement ·is made of st·rict stationarit:Y (·altho:u,gb ... ·thi·s i~s 
probably not the weakest req~,reme_n·t po'ssible)' but. t.he steady state 
. . 
',. ·~· ~ 
;. 
\.. . 
in most current queuing models would appear to be strictly stationary." 6 
.Since a ma.nuf~cturi~-g shop is simply .··a combination of qU,e'ues in 
series and in pa.r~lel, a.lid maki~g the a~sumption tl:l.at a sbo~ vrhi:~h .. 
has reache~ _a ··steady state has .. the correspondi~g stocha.st~c proces.e:es .· 
.. , .. 
. 
. /""'..... 
strictly stationary, then expression .(1) holde •.. · Now since ,L represent$ 
" 
• the in-process inventory, any ch·ange whiGh occurs is a function of 
• 
either the arrival rate ) A or, the aver.age time spent in the_ ._system 
• W • When a shop is· operati~g at .oapaci ty th~ arrival rate A is 
.. . ' 
equal to the production rate .at capacity or a very l~ge queue will · 
result; thus ,X must be ess~ntially constant.· Since the productio·n . 
,,·,t, 
~-·· 
. rate is rea1J·y a measure ,of X it would follow then that when a shop· , . . 
' 
' 
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.· \ . ' tol9Y that· were obse~ved, ther~fore, · must have been a result of' changes 
. ' 
··in W. Overtime,. efficiency., and the frequency o:f breakdowns d~i~g 
the period may have all. _affecte'd W. and a_s a _result. caused. ,a ch~ge· : . . . . . • . • • • 
. •, ' . ' . . 
,· ~ j . ' • • -· .·:1'_. ;, t 
·in the in-process inventory.~ 
I 
. \· ~- . 
! 
. . 
• • .- '~ . ' . . . 
· -. _ In,_the case ·o:t·produ-ct A ·made at loc.atio~i- Q,. whi_ch was ¢iiscusse~: . ., ,._ 
·.· .. 
-, 
: -.. ".in .... s.cime .de:t.ail ~:in .~Cha.pter .IV, .. ov.~:rtime ·.be.came· .the·,.most. highly· cor-.. • 1 • • • I ' I ' • ' 
•' 
.. related variable since, the shop.wa,s-.operati!,lg .at c_apacity. · This kiµ<l· 
. . 
• 
of rel~tionship. ,cannot always be ·expe~ted since a spop could .. 
conceivably be operati~g at capacity but not be usipg -any over~·ime-:._ 
A constant yariable of zero would certainly not be a.: :gooq :prediction 
of the investment level in in:'-proce~s inyentory--. In. fact, the. type 
o~ situation just described wquld appear to be· the ~dst difficult 
.-t~i:re -,to .. ,model s,ince t.wo of the -.three vari,ables most·· o:rt:e:n i_ncluded. 
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', ;I. ,: 
.. 
~.i£;Dificantly. influence _investment .in _a_ggr~gate in~process inventory-, 
I . I 
• ~ 
and to construct inodels to describe how thes•e ··signi'ficant variables 
. . , 
. 
in·teract to c~~·e changes. in investment... It was also q.f inte~est _· to 
. . . ·. .. ' 
·, .... . 
describe· the· data required and the ty:p:e- o:f' resu1t·s to .be· expected. 
It :s.;hould pe evident. to the··,reader th-at t·heresults presented can-
-riot be easily_. generaJ.ized.. . The v~i,~bl~a. tl1at w.e.re· found to b·e most 
. s~gnifica.nt were not the sa.me for ,a.J·.J s·hop.s.. The production rate, 
. 
. ~ 
which was expected to be significant., was :S~:gnificant in the lllajori·ty 
·- of the cases , but t·he n11mpe_r- of~ exce·ption.s c·asts doubt upon· such a · · ... ~ 
relation-sh.ip. lt is the a-uthor' s opinion, ·however; that the rel·~tlpn-
ship, doe:s hol.cl in. ge._neral... ·The .·quetti-n.g for.mul~. : ., 
~ -· L = AW, 
which was presente,d .in Gh:apter _V, would indicate such a relatioll_sh.i·l)· 




. howeve·r; may $et up·: c.ompleJc ·transient effects tb.at are_ not easj.ly 
I 
modeled. I • • ;• 
-
. ' 
· The problems·· .epc.ountered iµ thi~ · th·e.sis . in: presenting a· generaJ. 
' 
. • ' • '. • ,J • • • • • • ' .. . . .,,,' ' ', . -
. 
: ,model .may .al.so. result riom .inacc·urate:_·:_an~· incomplete data~ . The 
• . ', ;.. 'i • . I ; ' 
restriction that · only acc91:U1tip.g ... data be· used in the· study was part · 
• 
o:r the problem •. · _Shipment ·data ·is _s,imply not ~ g90d· approximation.-
- . ' 
. ' 
.. 
• ! ', 
... ~ 
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. ·of the production rate_ in most- -cases~ In addi tiori, the -data on: · 
in~proces s' inventory was ofte.n . difficult to interpret from . year to : 
r.,_, 
.·.· year because of quantum jumps that o·c~urred when the b~ok value .or . ; 
. •' . .. . : . . 
.. 
the in-process investment· WS$_ .recone,iled with the "physical .inventory·· 
·~ ., .. '. "" . . 
• ,. •. . r '. , -. , 
- . . . . 
and when bulletin ·changes· occurre·d. · . . · 
• • L ,-___, • 
• ' • • \ ' , • • I 
. Altla-ough Ii.o. conclusion~ can be drawn. as . to .the exact nature of a 
. -
' ' ' 
___ ,~general.· model :f.or. inyes.tmeri:t .. in ""in~proo.e.ss in.ventory, ·_. certain· ,con.-
cl us ions can be··made · from the data studie·d. 
~·-
.(1) It can b·e ·stated that from the .results obtain.ed in this 
. thes.is, a model can in certain · c.ases be constructed ·to 
· give management a fairly clear understanding of how 
certain variables affect . investment in aggregate in-
process inventory. The variables included in the· model 
. 
. . 
. . . 
"··/: 
--,·m83' vary- -greatly depending upon the type · of product , .m~a.ge- · 
,.· 
(2) 
m~nt environment;._, floor .space,, overtime policy, how· close 
to capacity the- shop. is- 01;>e:~atin·g, an:d· th~ method. of 
.. ,. 
manufacture. 
Efficiency, overtime a:nd/or: the production rate will 
probably be included in most of the· models constructed •.. 
· (3) The number of employees may. replace the production rate in 
the ~odels . for certain sh:ops if shipments are used · as an. 
' . ' 
estimate. of tl_le .. production rate. 
(4)· .. If the shop ·.is, operating a~ ·or near capacity, t~e·production. 
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11,(5)·' The'model produced will 'in most- cases gi·ve a cor:t-elation '·.'· : . 
. . 
coefficient gre~ter than ._75 ... The model w:ould. c·ertainly ·;, .. · · ·.:. 
1· ', 
give a man8.ger a. bet.ter -~·derstanding ~f how changes in ' . 
. ' . 
,. certain. variables .did affect .his investIQ.el:)..t~ 'If computipg: 
I , 
-· -----t::::, 




model would .. be rathe·r 'small.:' The value o:r·.such· .a model: ~ 
' 
• 
-_great.1Y d~pend$ · on the type of shop be·ing consi~ered. In 
......... 
cases :where the· _shop is rmming at capacity and ·overtime is 
minimal, the value would be :minimal. In other cases, the 
·:~ ' . . ' 
- ' ~ . 
-"· 
. .. 
f \ ' ·:- ' 
•. 
' . \ benefit of just'·-haying a better understanding of :how certain 
factors affect ir.ivestment in :ag-gregate in-process 
-- ·,. inventory ·may just-ify the s.-mall cost involved. 
:Re-commendations for Future Stuai 
.Furth.er inves...~gation of, th·is topic using historiQ¢data could. ' . 
only prove rewarding if more accurate and comJ?lete .dat·a can -b~ 
obtained. Data on the ·~ct.ual production -rate would -be required, as · 
well as information on bow the data was affected by the physical 
inventory .each y:ear. In fact, it is the author's opinion· that· such-
. " data should be included .in reports on operating results. The. values 
reported for in-process investment. is really a book va.lue with -
. 
adjustment made annually to refle-ct the physical inventory. If' data •. 
were included as to the magnitude of the discrepancy_. that was· _found. 
. 
-
... during pn.ysical ;nventory, th~n some so;rt of ,judgmen-t· could.::be m!ld.e 
as to .acc-uracy of the· l,>ook· value' throug~o11.t .. the year~.. ' 
i 1, 1 
Another variable which could have. been included in this .·study 
\', 1 
1.: 
·. .·,. ' 
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' •. ·• 
. . - \ 
. . . 
. ··r  'i' . ,:· ·' 
I ' >, • ., . .· .. 
. ' ·'· , ' ' w --·- ~-;. ·r· 
. :+.: -· : .. ·-fs w' where w is ,:the . expe~cted ti~ .·~pent .·by a ·un.it ill. tne· syste~'.! -· .. 
'. ' ., .. ; . 
T '.:I, 
. ' 
' - . ! . ' • ~ . 
In the queui~g model . presented i-n Ch,apter V of this the·s_is ·.it was .. · 
,, ' ,;J;.~ ' 




of both the arrival rate and the_ manufacturing interval W. /4.tho:u,gh 
.· w Jna.y be .. difficult to··obtairi,.'for .certain prod~cts. since it ·is n~t 
•·' 
· included ·on s:tM:dard .. accounting forms, it·. may· b·e very· -valu~ble in 




· :··.rc0:ast·rueti_ng·h~:· ?general. -,m0c;Ie~1,.·f:o:r ·:i:n-ve~tment -1·n ·~ggr~·ga~e · in-proce-ss 
inventory •. This type of·_app~o.ach is being proposed by O'Ieary and -
. . . 
, ' 
Wrigb.tson 7 in the setting o:r "should take" inventory leveis. They 
state th·at. alt-ho:u@ the me.thod .is 9op.ceptua.lly accur~te, it is h_ighly 
. ' . . . . 
.l .· .· dep~ndent upon. .w. an·d what ·they .call, the ave.r.a.ge value ·tracti:on • The: 
aver.age v~ue -fraction. repre,sents. the expected ·value. o,f- t::t:1.e ti~-
weighted, average value :pe·rcentage ;of :~: :µni.t :a$ i.t m.qves through the -, 
. . ~ . . 
. . 
·shop. ···In apl)lyi?g ·this. 'mode.;t _i.t may b.ecome :n:eces'sary to study the 
·e.ver_a:fse value fr·action .~n detail. In fact, an -ac.¢urate knowle.dge pf 
' 
. . 
· h·ow this vari.ab_le· .should. te:act to ch~gi!J.g s:tiop conditions would be 
essential to sett·ing· :prqp~lr:- investment stan-dards. 
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